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APPENDIX G 

SPECIAL PAY RANGES AND NOTES 

These ranges are used to equal or approximate prevailing rate practices found in private industry 

or other governmental units.  An affected class is identified by a letter designation following the 

basic salary range number or by a letter designation preceding a number.  In the latter case, a 

special salary schedule will be used for such classes. 

 

“D” RANGE:  This range is a single rate per hour equivalent to the State’s minimum wage.  It is 

payable to employees who have dog handler assignments, and only while they are off duty,, but 

are still required to care for the dog in their charge.  Work time to be paid at “D” range includes, 

but is not limited to time required for daily feeding, exercising, grooming, and emergency health 

care of the dog, and care and cleaning of the kennel.  (Rev 7/02) 

 

“E” RANGE:  This range is used for classes having a prevailing pay range which is shorter than 

Washington’s standard ranges.  An “E” range is a standard range with the first four steps 

removed.  Thus, the first step of such a range is the same as Step E of the standard range having 

the same range number.   Periodic increases through the steps of this range are made at the same 

intervals as through standard ranges. 

 

“G” RANGE:  This range is used for classes having a prevailing pay range which is shorter than 

Washington’s standard ranges.   A “G” range is a standard range with the first six steps removed.   

Thus, the first step of such a range is the same as Step G of the standard range having the same 

range number.  Periodic increases through the steps of this range are made as the same intervals 

as through standard ranges. 

 

“N2” RANGE:  This range applies to nurses represented by the Teamsters, and is used for classes 

requiring licensure as a registered nurse and having a prevailing pay range which is longer than 

Washington’s standard ranges.  An “N2” range is a standard range, step A through K, with nine 

(9) added steps, L through T.  Periodic increases through step K of these ranges are made at the 
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same intervals as through standard ranges.  Thereafter, an employee receives a one-step increase 

based on years of experience up to the maximum step of the range. 


